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Who Becomes a Terrorist and Why? is the shocking landmark government study that
predicted who would terrorize the United States and how they would do it. In an attempt
to profile what members of society join terrorist groups such and commit acts of
violence, the report drew on government documents that profiled current and past
terrorist cults and their leaders. The study includes a glossary with profiles of terrorist
groups that wish harm the United States and also shows what means terrorists had
used so far to bring their vision into reality, with tactics ranging from kidnapping,
hijacking, and sabotage, to the use of nerve gas and suicide bombings. The evidence
clearly pointed to the escalation of hostilities, and the report even speculated that AlQaeda could use suicide bombers to crash-land aircraft into government buildings and
other landmarks. This is the government study that correctly predicted the events of
September 11, 2001, profiled the precursor groups to ISIS, and identified into the
methods used in lone wolf attacks such as the San Bernadino shootings and Pulse
nightclub attack in Orlando. Find out who becomes a terrorist, the psychology and
reasoning behind why they do so, and how they will carry out their attacks in a study
that continues to be all too relevant. This is the government study that correctly
predicted the events of September 11, 2001, profiled the precursor groups to ISIS, and
identified into the methods used in lone wolf attacks such as the San Bernadino
shootings and Pulse nightclub attack in Orlando. Find out who becomes a terrorist, the
psychology and reasoning behind why they do so, and how they will carry out their
attacks in a study that continues to be all too relevant.
Terrorist groups with a shared enemy or ideology have ample reason to work together,
even if they are primarily pursuing different causes. Although partnering with another
terrorist organization has the potential to bolster operational effectiveness, efficiency,
and prestige, international alliances may expose partners to infiltration, security
breaches, or additional counterterrorism attention. Alliances between such
organizations, which are suspicious and secretive by nature, must also overcome
significant barriers to trust—the exposure to risk must be balanced by the promise of
increased lethality, resiliency, and longevity. In Why Terrorist Groups Form International
Alliances, Tricia Bacon argues that although it may seem natural for terrorist groups to
ally, groups actually face substantial hurdles when attempting to ally and, when
alliances do form, they are not evenly distributed across pairs. Instead, she
demonstrates that when terrorist groups seek allies to obtain new skills, knowledge, or
capacities for resource acquisition and mobilization, only a few groups have the ability
to provide needed training, safe haven, infrastructure, or cachet. Consequently, these
select few emerge as preferable partners and become hubs around which other groups
cluster. According to Bacon, shared enemies and common ideologies do not cause
alliances to form but create affinity to bind partners and guide partner selection. Bacon
examines partnerships formed by the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, AlQaida, and Egyptian jihadist groups, among others, in a series of case studies
spanning the dawn of international terrorism in the 1960s to the present. Why Terrorist
Groups Form International Alliances advances our understanding of the motivations of
terrorist alliances and offers insights useful to counterterrorism efforts to disrupt these
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dangerous relationships.
Using India as a case study, Joseph McQuade traces the genealogy of the political and
legal category of terrorism. He demonstrates how the modern concept of terrorism was
shaped by colonial emergency laws dating back into the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.
Radicalization, Terrorism, and Conflict is a collection of scholarly works, authored by
international researchers and leading thinkers, addressing contemporary, historymaking issues in international security and terrorism from an interdisciplinary
perspective. Contributors to this edited volume represent global perspectives, ideas,
analysis, and research. Radicalization, Terrorism, and Conflict transmits relevant
findings, theory, and policy ideas for scholars of security and terrorism studies, for
policy makers, and to the general public who are interested in keeping up with this
global area of concern. It provides a jumping-off point for conversation and
collaboration that can lead to new knowledge and broader understanding. As an
interdisciplinary collection of manuscripts, this book integrates and synthesizes theory,
research, and public policy analysis in an effort to solve the complex questions and
problems presented by this topic. Recognition of the need to approach the problems of
radicalization, terrorism, and interpersonal conflict from an interdisciplinary perspective
is gaining strength within academic settings, policy institutes, and global conferences.
Unlike most recent edited books on the subject that are on the market at this time,
Radicalization, Terrorism, and Conflict provides an interdisciplinary approach to
understanding related current issues. This approach encourages a broader perspective
and thought process, trans-discipline and global collaboration and cooperation, and an
integrated synthesis of knowledge. Radicalization, Terrorism, and Conflict opens with
an analysis of the ongoing phenomenon of the Arab Spring. In Section 1, contributors
look at how players in the theatres of local and international terror become radicalized.
Section 2 analyzes how terrorism becomes manifest in the global theatre and how
governments and their actors attempt to prevent it. Section 3 presents research to bring
understanding to the actors’ behavior and provide settings for future collaboration in
understanding these phenomena.
This is the first terrorism textbook based on sociological research. It adopts an
innovative framework that draws together historical and modern, local and global, and
social processes for a range of individuals, groups and societies. Individual behaviour
and dispositions are embedded within these broader relationships and activities,
allowing a more holistic account of terrorism to emerge. In addition, the shifting forms of
identification and interwoven attitudes to political violence are discussed in order to
explain the emergence, continuation, and end of ‘terrorist’ careers. The book draws on
examples from across the discursive spectrum, including religious, ‘red’ and ‘black’
racialist, nationalist, and trans-national. It also spans territories as diverse as
Chechnya, Germany, Italy, Japan, Northern Ireland, Pakistan, Palestine, Saudi Arabia,
South America, the UK, and the US.
Counterterrorism consultant Marc Sageman examines the history and theory of political
violence in his comprehensive new book. Seeking patterns across numerous key case
studies, Turning to Political Violence offers a paradigm-shifting perspective that yields
stark new implications for how liberal democracies should respond to terrorism.
In 1985, President Ronald Reagan received a group of bearded turban-wearing men
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who looked like they came from another century. After receiving them in the White
House, Reagan spoke to the press, referring to his foreign guests as "freedom fighters."
These were the Afghan mujahideen. In August 1998, another American president
ordered missile strikes from the American navy based in the Indian Ocean to kill Osama
bin Laden and his men in the camps in Afghanistan. The terrorist of yesterday is the
hero of today, and the hero of yesterday becomes the terrorist of today. In Terrorism:
Theirs and Ours, Eqbal Ahmad holds up the concepts of "terrorist" and "freedom
fighter" to U.S. foreign policy. What do these terms mean? Where do they apply? How
can the roots of political violence be stemmed? An invaluable primer.
Falk analyzes the genesis of Islamic terror from many standpoints, including religious,
cultural, historical, political, social, economic and, above all, psychological.
In compiling this annotated bibliography on the psychology of terrorism, the author has
defined terrorism as "acts of violence intentionally perpetrated on civilian
noncombatants with the goal of furthering some ideological, religious or political
objective." The principal focus is on nonstate actors. The task was to identify and
analyze the scientific and professional social science literature pertaining to the
psychological and/or behavioral dimensions of terrorist behavior (not on victimization or
effects). The objectives were to explore what questions pertaining to terrorist groups
and behavior had been asked by social science researchers; to identify the main
findings from that research; and attempt to distill and summarize them within a
framework of operationally relevant questions. To identify the relevant social science
literature, the author began by searching a series of major academic databases using a
systematic, iterative keyword strategy, mapping, where possible, onto existing subject
headings. The focus was on locating professional social science literature published in
major books or in peer-reviewed journals. Searches were conducted of the following
databases October 2003: Sociofile/Sociological Abstracts, Criminal Justice Abstracts
(CJ Abstracts), Criminal Justice Periodical Index (CJPI), National Criminal Justice
Reference Service Abstracts (NCJRS), PsycInfo, Medline, and Public Affairs
Information Service (PAIS). Three types of annotations were provided for works in this
bibliography: Author's Abstract -- this is the abstract of the work as provided (and often
published) by the author; Editor's Annotation -- this is an annotation written by the editor
of this bibliography; and Key Quote Summary -- this is an annotation composed of "key
quotes" from the original work, edited to provide a cogent overview of its main points.
An extraordinary story, never before told: The intimate, behind-the-scenes life of an
American boy raised by his terrorist father—the man who planned the 1993 World Trade
Center bombing. What is it like to grow up with a terrorist in your home? Zak Ebrahim
was only seven years old when, on November 5th, 1990, his father El-Sayyid Nosair
shot and killed the leader of the Jewish Defense League. While in prison, Nosair helped
plan the bombing of the World Trade Center in 1993. In one of his infamous video
messages, Osama bin Laden urged the world to “Remember El-Sayyid Nosair.” For
Zak Ebrahim, a childhood amongst terrorism was all he knew. After his father’s
incarceration, his family moved often, and as the perpetual new kid in class, he faced
constant teasing and exclusion. Yet, though his radicalized father and uncles modeled
fanatical beliefs, to Ebrahim something never felt right. To the shy, awkward boy,
something about the hateful feelings just felt unnatural. In this book, Ebrahim dispels
the myth that terrorism is a foregone conclusion for people trained to hate. Based on his
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own remarkable journey, he shows that hate is always a choice—but so is tolerance.
Though Ebrahim was subjected to a violent, intolerant ideology throughout his
childhood, he did not become radicalized. Ebrahim argues that people conditioned to
be terrorists are actually well positioned to combat terrorism, because of their ability to
bring seemingly incompatible ideologies together in conversation and advocate in the
fight for peace. Ebrahim argues that everyone, regardless of their upbringing or
circumstances, can learn to tap into their inherent empathy and embrace tolerance over
hatred. His original, urgent message is fresh, groundbreaking, and essential to the
current discussion about terrorism.
Global terrorism has become a frightening reality. The situation calls for greater
engagement with the public, as the necessary eyes and ears of the global anti-terrorism
coalition. However, to be effective the public must be equipped with the knowledge of
how, why, and where an individual becomes a terrorist. This is the primary goal of this
set, which seeks to answer one central question: What do we currently know about the
transformation through which an individual becomes a terrorist?
I needed and we all need a different, a better, and a more powerful strategy. That
strategy is described in this book, and there may not be a more equipped person in the
country to describe it than Chase Chandler.--Dr. Reagan BaberWhy do most pe
What is terrorism? Can anyone be radicalized? How can we respond to terrorist acts?
The Psychology of Terrorism seeks to explain why some acts of violence are
considered terrorism and others are not, and why some individuals may be more
susceptible to engaging in radical terrorist behavior. Debunking myths and lazy
stereotypes, the book delves into some of the most shocking atrocities of our times to
discuss the complex and varied psychological characteristics of individual terrorists,
organized groups, and their acts. Whilw there is no simple solution, The Psychology of
Terrorism shows us that a growing reverse radicalization movement and modern
interventionist techniques can give us hope for the future.
Includes a new Afterword Finalist for the Council on Foreign Relations Arthur Ross
Book Award One of the world’s foremost authorities on the subject of suicide terrorism,
the esteemed political scientist Robert Pape has created the first comprehensive
database of every suicide terrorist attack in the world from 1980 until today. In Dying to
Win, Pape provides a groundbreaking demographic profile of modern suicide terrorist
attackers–and his findings offer a powerful counterpoint to what we now accept as
conventional wisdom on the topic. He also examines the early practitioners of this
guerrilla tactic, including the ancient Jewish Zealots, who in A.D. 66 wished to liberate
themselves from Roman occupation; the Ismaili Assassins, a Shi’ite Muslim sect in
northern Iran in the eleventh and twelfth centuries; World War II’s Japanese kamikaze
pilots, three thousand of whom crashed into U.S. naval vessels; and the Tamil Tigers in
Sri Lanka, a secular, Marxist-Leninist organization responsible for more suicide terrorist
attacks than any other group in history. Dying to Win is a startling work of analysis
grounded in fact, not politics, that recommends concrete ways for states to fight and
prevent terrorist attacks now. Transcending speculation with systematic scholarship,
this is one of the most important studies of the terrorist threat to the United States and
its allies since 9/11. “Invaluable . . . gives Americans an urgently needed basis for
devising a strategy to defeat Osama bin Laden and other Islamist militants.” –Michael
Scheuer, author of Imperial Hubris “Provocative . . . Pape wants to change the way you
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think about suicide bombings and explain why they are on the rise.” –Henry Schuster,
CNN.com “Enlightening . . . sheds interesting light on a phenomenon often mistakenly
believed to be restricted to the Middle East.” –The Washington Post Book World
“Brilliant.” –Peter Bergen, author of Holy War, Inc.
This analysis brings the many resources of psychological science and practice to bear
on the problem of terrorism by providing empirically-based theory and interventions for
understanding, intervening and preventing this challenge to international security. It
addresses many of the conceptual and definitional issues associated with terrorism,
especially those arising from the complex historical and cultural variations in its
meaning, motives and consequences. Terrorism, by definition, attempts to change the
psychological state of its targets, so psychologists are well-positioned to cast light on
this phenomenon. In this work, international experts offer an analysis of the
psychosocial basis of terrorism and suggest ways to prevent it, including both strategies
to eliminate the conditions that give rise to terrorism as well as effective ways to treat
victims of terrorism.
It has, improbably, been called uncommonly lucid, even riveting by The New York
Times, and it was a finalist for the 2004 National Book Awards nonfiction honor. It is a
literally chilling read, especially in its minute-by-minute description of the events of the
morning of 9/11 inside the Twin Towers.It is The 9/11 Commission Report, which was,
before its publication, perhaps one of the most anticipated government reports of all
time, and has been since an unlikely bestseller. The official statement by the National
Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States-which was instituted in late
2002 and chaired by former New Jersey Governor Thomas Kean-it details what went
wrong on that day (such as intelligence failures), what went right (the heroic response
of emergency services and self-organizing civilians), and how to avert similar future
attacks.Highlighting evidence from the day, from airport surveillance footage of the
terrorists to phone calls from the doomed flights, and offering details that have
otherwise gone unheard, this is an astonishing firsthand document of contemporary
history. While controversial in parts-it has been criticized for failing to include testimony
from key individuals, and it completely omits any mention of the mysterious collapse of
WTC 7-it is nevertheless an essential record of one of the most transformational events
of modern times.
Who Becomes a Terrorist and Why? is the shocking landmark government study that
predicted who would terrorize the United States and how they would do it. In an attempt
to profile what members of society join terrorist groups such and commit acts of
violence, the report drew on government documents that profiled current and past
terrorist cults and their leaders. The study includes a glossary with profiles of terrorist
groups that wish harm the United States and also shows what means terrorists had
used so far to bring their vision into reality, with tactics ranging from kidnapping,
hijacking, and sabotage, to the use of nerve gas and suicide bombings. The evidence
clearly pointed to the escalation of hostilities, and the report even speculated that AlQaeda could use suicide bombers to crash-land aircraft into government buildings and
other landmarks. This is the government study that correctly predicted the events of
September 11, 2001, profiled the precursor groups to ISIS, and identified into the
methods used in lone wolf attacks such as the San Bernadino shootings and Pulse
nightclub attack in Orlando. Find out who becomes a terrorist, the psychology and
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reasoning behind why they do so, and how they will carry out their attacks in a study
that continues to be all too relevant.
The Oklahoma City bombing, intentional crashing of airliners on September 11, 2001,
and anthrax attacks in the fall of 2001 have made Americans acutely aware of the
impacts of terrorism. These events and continued threats of terrorism have raised
questions about the impact on the psychological health of the nation and how well the
public health infrastructure is able to meet the psychological needs that will likely result.
Preparing for the Psychological Consequences of Terrorism highlights some of the
critical issues in responding to the psychological needs that result from terrorism and
provides possible options for intervention. The committee offers an example for a public
health strategy that may serve as a base from which plans to prevent and respond to
the psychological consequences of a variety of terrorism events can be formulated. The
report includes recommendations for the training and education of service providers,
ensuring appropriate guidelines for the protection of service providers, and developing
public health surveillance for preevent, event, and postevent factors related to
psychological consequences.
The purpose of this study is to focus attention on the types of individuals and groups
that are prone to terrorism (see Glossary) in an effort to help improve U.S.
counterterrorist methods and policies. The emergence of amorphous and largely
unknown terrorist individuals and groups operating independently (freelancers) and the
new recruitment patterns of some groups, such as recruiting suicide commandos,
female and child terrorists, and scientists capable of developing weapons of mass
destruction, provide a measure of urgency to increasing our understanding of the
psychological and sociological dynamics of terrorist groups and individuals. The
approach used in this study is twofold. First, the study examines the relevant literature
and assesses the current knowledge of the subject. Second, the study seeks to develop
psychological and sociological profiles of foreign terrorist individuals and selected
groups to use as case studies in assessing trends, motivations, likely behavior, and
actions that might deter such behavior, as well as reveal vulnerabilities that would aid in
combating terrorist groups and individuals. Because this survey is concerned not only
with assessing the extensive literature on sociopsychological aspects of terrorism but
also providing case studies of about a dozen terrorist groups, it is limited by time
constraints and data availability in the amount of attention that it can give to the
individual groups, let alone individual leaders or other members. Thus, analysis of the
groups and leaders will necessarily be incomplete. A longer study, for example, would
allow for the collection and study of the literature produced by each group in the form of
autobiographies of former members, group communiqués and manifestos, news media
interviews, and other resources. Much information about the terrorist mindset (see
Glossary) and decision-making process can be gleaned from such sources. Moreover,
there is a language barrier to an examination of the untranslated literature of most of
the groups included as case studies herein.
Terrorism and radicalization have a long history, but in recent years their prominence
has been a particularly conspicuous and influential feature of the global political
landscape. This important book presents an overview of the processes involved in
radicalization and terrorism, and introduces a systematic framework which captures the
most crucial individual and social factors involved in determining these processes. The
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authors begin by considering the possible role of prejudice, economic deprivation, and
discrimination, and the cognitive responses and emotions they can trigger. Such
responses tend in turn to increase the importance of group membership, and promote
intergroup differentiation and polarization, a process which is often accompanied by
more pronounced and more extreme religious and ideological beliefs. The book also
describes the role of cultural values and social climate in processes of radicalization, as
well as the role of personality factors and demographics such as age and marital status.
As for violent terrorist action itself, this final most radical stage is elicited by a number of
group factors such as groupthink, isolation, and leadership. Certain cognitive
mechanisms – for example, dehumanizing the target and attributing responsibility
elsewhere – can also provide excuses for violence. The book explores why some
groups turn to violence and others don’t, and it addresses processes of
disengagement, deradicalization programs, and other methods used to inhibit the
spread of radicalization and terrorism. The Psychology of Radicalization and Terrorism
takes a unique and systematic approach to a vital topic, integrating knowledge from
diverse literatures, and using social psychology as a basis for comprehending human
behaviour. It will be essential reading for students and researchers from all disciplines
seeking a greater understanding of terrorism and violent political conflict in all its forms.
How do progressive social movements deal with religious pluralism? In this book,
Timothy Peace uses the example of the alter-globalisation movement to explain why
social movement leaders in Britain and France reacted so differently to the emergence
of Muslim activism.
"Krueger proves...that terrorists are not desperately poor killers but well-educated
politicians using violence to draw attention to their 'market'--violent change."--Hernando
de Soto, author of The Mystery of Capital. Features a new Introduction by the author.he
author.
In today's climate, these is a powerful need for a balanced, expert and accessible
account of the psychology of terrorists and terrorism. Written by an expert team of
psychologists and psychiatrists, these contributors have direct experience of working
with terrorists, victims and those tasked with the enormous responsibility of attempting
to combat terrorism. The first section focuses on terrorists as individuals and as groups
and provides a balanced and objective insight into the psychology of terrorists; what
their motivations are and what keeps them involved in terrorist groups. The second
section explores the huge question of the impact of terrorism; the direct and indirect
affect on victims; how societies respond and how political leaders handle the threat and
consequences of terrorism. The final section focuses on the question of how to respond
to terrorist threat. The most up-to-date account of our understanding of terrorists, their
psychology and the impact they have on the world around them Written by leading
world experts on terrorist psychology A complete view of terrorism - looks at the
terrorists themselves, their victims and society as a whole
The purpose of this study is to focus attention on the types of individuals and groups
that are prone to terrorism (see Glossary) in an effort to help improve U.S. counter
terrorist methods and policies. The emergence of amorphous and largely unknown
terrorist individuals and groups operating independently (freelancers) and the new
recruitment patterns of some groups, such as recruiting suicide commandos, female
and child terrorists, and scientists capable of developing weapons of mass destruction,
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provide a measure of urgency to increasing our understanding of the psychological and
sociological dynamics of terrorist groups and individuals. The approach used in this
study is twofold. First, the study examines the relevant literature and assesses the
current knowledge of the subject. Second, the study seeks to develop psychological
and sociological profiles of foreign terrorist individuals and selected groups to use as
case studies in assessing trends, motivations, likely behavior, and actions that might
deter such behavior, as well as reveal vulnerabilities that would aid in combating
terrorist groups and individuals. Because this survey is concerned not only with
assessing the extensive literature on socio-psychological aspects of terrorism but also
providing case studies of about a dozen terrorist groups, it is limited by time constraints
and data availability in the amount of attention that it can give to the individual groups,
let alone individual leaders or other members. Thus, analysis of the groups and leaders
will necessarily be incomplete. A longer study, for example, would allow for the
collection and study of the literature produced by each group in the form of
autobiographies of former members, group communiques and manifestos, news media
interviews, and other resources. Much information about the terrorist mindset (see
Glossary) and decision-making process can be gleaned from such sources. Moreover,
there is a language barrier to an examination of the untranslated literature of most of
the groups included as case studies herein. Terrorism databases that profile groups
and leaders quickly become outdated, and this report is no exception to that rule. In
order to remain current, a terrorism database ideally should be updated periodically.
New groups or terrorist leaders may suddenly emerge, and if an established group
perpetrates a major terrorist incident, new information on the group is likely to be
reported in news media. Even if a group appears to be quiescent, new information may
become available about the group from scholarly publications. There are many
variations in the transliteration for both Arabic and Persian. The academic versions tend
to be more complex than the popular forms used in the news media and by the Foreign
Broadcast Information Service (FBIS). Thus, the latter usages are used in this study.
For example, although Ussamah bin Ladin is the proper transliteration, the more
commonly used Osama bin Laden is used in this study."

Extremist groups rely upon women to gain strategic advantage, recruiting them
as facilitators and martyrs while also benefiting from their subjugation. Yet U.S.
policymakers overlook the roles that women play in violent extremism--including
as perpetrators, mitigators, and victims--and rarely enlist their participation in
efforts to combat radicalization. This omission puts the United States at a
disadvantage in its efforts to prevent terrorism globally and within its borders.
Women fuel extremists' continued influence by advancing their ideology online
and by indoctrinating their families. New technology allows for more sophisticated
outreach, directly targeting messages to radicalize and recruit women. It also
provides a platform on which female extremists thrive by expanding their
recruitment reach and taking on greater operational roles in the virtual sphere.
The failure of counterterrorist efforts to understand the ways in which women
radicalize, support, and perpetrate violence cedes the benefit of their involvement
to extremist groups. Omitting women from terrorism prevention efforts also
forfeits their potential contributions as mitigators of extremism. Women are well
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positioned to detect early signs of radicalization, because fundamentalists often
target women's rights first. As security officials, women provide insights and
information that can be mission critical in keeping the peace. And because of
their distinctive access and influence, women are crucial antiterrorism
messengers in schools, religious institutions, social environments, and local
government. Overlooking the contributions women can make to prevent
extremism renders the United States less secure. Many extremist groups
promote an ideology that classifies women as second-class citizens and offers
strategic and financial benefits through women's subjugation. Boko Haram, the
Islamic State, al-Qaeda, al-Shabab, and other groups use sexual violence to
terrorize populations into compliance, displace civilians from strategic areas,
enforce unit cohesion among fighters, and even generate revenue through
trafficking. Suppressing women's rights also allows extremists to control
reproduction and harness female labor. U.S. government policy and programs
continue to underestimate the important roles women can play as perpetrators,
mitigators, or targets of violent extremism. The Donald J. Trump administration
should take steps to help the United States and its allies respond effectively to
the security threat posed by violent extremism and advance U.S. peace and
stability.
This book provides a comprehensive analysis of female terrorism in America,
both past and present. The volume takes a fresh look at women’s actions of leftwing political violence, right-wing political violence, and religious extremist
violence (among others). It also examines the multitude of roles that women have
played over the past few decades in such organizations (including leadership
positions and more passive roles)—not to mention the diverse methods of
recruitment, radicalization, and propaganda. The objective of this book is to
examine—using a wide range of case studies, facts, statistics, and theoretical
methodologies—how collective or personal factors have influenced or reinforced
the actions that these women take. Government agencies continue to
underestimate the ability of women to support and perpetrate terrorism. As such,
the United States is facing a wholly inaccurate and incomplete picture of the
complexities of domestic terrorism, and this is contributing to a serious neglect of
the issue at the national level. This volume ultimately aims to offer policy-relevant
solutions to decrease the threat of domestic female political violence in the
United States. Female Terrorism in America will be of much interest to students
of terrorism and political violence, American politics, gender studies, and
sociology.
Terrorism and radicalization came to the forefront of news and politics in the US
after the unforgettable attacks of September 11th, 2001. When George W. Bush
famously asked "Why do they hate us?," the President echoed the confusion,
anger and fear felt by millions of Americans, while also creating a politicized
discourse that has come to characterize and obscure discussions of both
phenomena in the media. Since then the American public has lived through a
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number of domestic attacks and threats, and watched international terrorist
attacks from afar on television sets and computer screens. The anxiety and
misinformation surrounding terrorism and radicalization are perhaps best
detected in questions that have continued to recur in the last decade: "Are
terrorists crazy?"; "Is there a profile of individuals likely to become terrorists?"; "Is
it possible to prevent radicalization to terrorism?" Fortunately, in the two decades
since 9/11, a significant body of research has emerged that can help provide
definitive answers. As experts in the psychology of radicalization, Sophia
Moskalenko and Clark McCauley propose twelve mechanisms that can move
individuals, groups, and mass publics from political indifference to sympathy and
support for terrorist violence. Radicalization to Terrorism: What Everyone Needs
to Know synthesizes original and existing research to answer the questions
raised after each new attack, including those committed by radicalized
Americans. It offers a rigorously informed overview of the insight that will enable
readers to see beyond the relentless news cycle to understand where terrorism
comes from and how best to respond to it.
The United States government-backed by the overwhelming support of the
American public-takes a hard line against international terrorism. The tenets of
official U.S. counterterrorist policy are: make no concessions or deals with
terrorists; bring them to justice for their crimes; isolate and apply pressure on
states that sponsor terrorism; and bolster the counterterrorist capabilities of
countries willing to work with the United States. While these tenets are sound
principles, their application, specifically overseas, raises difficult questions. Does
the "no deal" policy actually deter terrorists acts? Are there cases where
agreements might reduce terrorism, while advancing other U.S. interests? Do
isolation and pressure really force offending states to alter their support for
terrorists? What factors affect the willingness, not just the capability, of foreign
governments to help the United States in counterterrorism? In this critical study, a
career CIA officer provides a guide to constructing and executing counterterrorist
policy, urging that it be formulated as an integral part of broader U.S. foreign
policy. In the first four chapters, Paul R. Pillar identifies the necessary elements
of counterterrorist policy, he examines why the United States is a prime terrorist
target, and he reveals why the counterterrorist policies that seem strongest are
not always the most effective. Chapter 5 examines the widely varying nature of
terrorist groups and the policy tools most appropriately applied to them. Chapter
6 focuses on states that sponsor terrorism (including Iran, Libya, North Korea,
and Cuba), along with those that enable it to occur (particularly Greece and
Pakistan). Pillar examines ways in which the American public's perspective
toward terrorism can actually constrain counterterrorist policy, and he concludes
that terrorism cannot be "defeated" only reduced, attenuated, and to some
degree, controlled. The final chapter summarizes his recommendations for
amending U.S. policy.
In contrast to the widely held assumption that terrorists as crazed fanatics,
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Jerrold Post demonstrates they are psychologically "normal" and that "hatred has
been bred in the bone". He reveals the powerful motivations that drive these
ordinary people to such extraordinary evil by exploring the different types of
terrorists, from national-separatists like the Irish Republican Army to social
revolutionary terrorists like the Shining Path, as well as religious extremists like alQaeda and Aum Shinrikyo. In The Mind of the Terrorist, Post uses his expertise
to explain how the terrorist mind works and how this information can help us to
combat terrorism more effectively.
I will not surrender to terrorism By Mr.Gijo Vijayan. This book aims at preventing
a person from becoming a terrorist. The author aim at killing the motive behind
terrorism, whatever may be the reason behind. Forgive and forget, the world will
be safer. An eye for an eye make the whole world blind, said Mahatma Gandhi. If
you know anyone, who has extreme and radical views on religion or any
ideology, that cause harm to society. This book can be an eye opener to narrow
minded people, who think I am right and whole world is wrong. Stop revenge,
forgive and forget, the world will be safer. For nations to live in peace, stop quest
for dominance, stop trying to grab someone's land or sea. More investment in
military makes common people suffer indirectly. Billions of dollars spent on
military expenses can be diverted for betterment of the lives of people, if there is
no friction between nations. Billions of dollars spent on atom bombs, missiles,
ships, fighter planes etc will eventually of no use to the betterment of humanity. If
a third world war occurs, there won't be anyone left to celebrate victory, so it is
foolishness to wage war in the name of any ideology or religion.There is only One
way to stop terrorism - Education. When millions of people refuse to become
terrorist at any cost - by applying thought, the purpose of this book is achieved.
To kill terrorism, we must kill the motivation behind terrorism. When you refuse to
become a terrorist, you make the world safer. When millions of people around the
world refuse to become terrorists, we all win. So, take a pledge today itself, -I will
not become a terrorist. -I will not allow my kids to become terrorists. -I will not
change my mind, because of people or circumstances around me. -No media,
politics or religion can manipulate me. -I will help misguided people to leave the
path of terrorism.
The purpose of this study is to focus attention on the types of individuals and
groups that are prone to terrorism in an effort to help improve United States
counterterrorist methods and policies.
There are thousands of followers of non-Judeo-Christian faith groups in American
correctional institutions. Research suggests that many of these prisoners began
their incarceration with little or no religious calling, but converted during their
imprisonment. According to the FBI, some of these prisoners may be vulnerable
to terrorist recruitment. The purpose of this study is three-fold: (1) to collect
baseline information on non-traditional religions in U.S. correctional institutions;
(2) to identify the personal and social motivations for prisoners’ conversions to
these faith groups; and (3) to assess the prisoners’ potential for terrorist
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recruitment. The study creates a starting point for more in-depth research on the
relationship between prisoners’ conversion to non-traditional religions and
extremist violence. Figure. This is a print on demand report.
The events and aftermath of September 11, 2001, profoundly changed the
course of history of the nation. They also brought the phenomenon known as
terrorism to the forefront of the nation's consciousness. As it became thus
focused, the limits of scientific understanding of terrorism and the capacity to
develop policies to deal with it became even more evident. The objective of this
report is to bring behavioral and social science perspectives to bear on the
nature, determinants, and domestic responses to contemporary terrorism as a
way of making theoretical and practical knowledge more adequate to the task. It
also identifies areas of research priorities for the behavioral and social sciences.
A must-read for every concerned citizen, this absorbing book goes inside the
mind of the psychological terrorist to look at what motivates him to act and to
choose the weapon he does. * Details the science and psychology of WMPD in
relation to chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosive weapons,
explaining why a terrorist chooses a specific type of a weapon * Examines who
becomes a WMPD terrorist and why * Highlights how and why a suicide bomber
is made as well as how, why, and where he will kill to do the most psychological
damage * Includes case examples drawn from interviews with terrorists at
Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib and from analysis of events including the Boston
Marathon bombing * Lays out prevention strategies that can decrease the
likelihood of an attack
The Sociology and Psychology of TerrorismWho Becomes a Terrorist and Why? :
a ReportThe Sociology and Psychology of TerrorismWho Becomes a Terrorist
and Why? : a ReportCreatespace Independent Pub
Applying fresh tools from economics to explain puzzling behaviors of religious
radicals: Muslim, Christian, and Jewish; violent and benign. How do radical
religious sects run such deadly terrorist organizations? Hezbollah, Hamas,
Lashkar-e-Taiba, and the Taliban all began as religious groups dedicated to piety
and charity. Yet once they turned to violence, they became horribly potent,
executing campaigns of terrorism deadlier than those of their secular rivals. In
Radical, Religious, and Violent, Eli Berman approaches the question using the
economics of organizations. He first dispels some myths: radical religious
terrorists are not generally motivated by the promise of rewards in the afterlife
(including the infamous seventy-two virgins) or even by religious ideas in general.
He argues that these terrorists (even suicide terrorists) are best understood as
rational altruists seeking to help their own communities. Yet despite the vast pool
of potential recruits—young altruists who feel their communities are repressed or
endangered—there are less than a dozen highly lethal terrorist organizations in
the world capable of sustained and coordinated violence that threatens
governments and makes hundreds of millions of civilians hesitate before
boarding an airplane. What's special about these organizations, and why are
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most of their followers religious radicals? Drawing on parallel research on radical
religious Jews, Christians, and Muslims, Berman shows that the most lethal
terrorist groups have a common characteristic: their leaders have found a way to
control defection. Hezbollah, Hamas, and the Taliban, for example, built loyalty
and cohesion by means of mutual aid, weeding out “free riders” and producing a
cadre of members they could rely on. The secret of their deadly effectiveness lies
in their resilience and cohesion when incentives to defect are strong.These
insights suggest that provision of basic social services by competent
governments adds a critical, nonviolent component to counterterrorism
strategies. It undermines the violent potential of radical religious organizations
without disturbing free religious practice, being drawn into theological debates
with Jihadists, or endangering civilians.
This new edition of John Horgan's critically acclaimed book is fully revised and
expanded. The book presents a critical analysis of our existing knowledge and
understanding of terrorist psychology. Despite the on-going search for a terrorist
pathology, the most insightful and evidence-based research to date not only
illustrates the lack of any identifiable psychopathology in terrorists, but
demonstrates how frighteningly 'normal' and unremarkable in psychological terms
are those who engage in terrorist activity. By producing a clearer map of the
processes that impinge upon the individual terrorist, a different type of terrorist
psychology emerges, one which has clearer implications for efforts at countering
and disrupting violent extremism in today's world. In this 2nd edition, Horgan
further develops his approach to the arc of terrorism by delving deeper into his
IED model of Involvement, Engagement and Disengagement – the three phases
of terrorism experienced by every single terrorist. Drawing on new and exciting
research from the past decade, with new details from interviews with terrorists
ranging from al-Qaeda to left-wing revolutionaries, biographies and
autobiographies of former terrorists, and insights from historic and contemporary
terrorist attacks since 2005, Horgan presents a fully revised and expanded
edition of his signature text. This new edition of The Psychology of Terrorism will
be essential reading for students of terrorism and political violence, and
counterterrorism studies, and recommended for forensic psychology, criminology,
international security and IR in general.
This new volume showcases the latest research into Muslim political participation
both in terms of electoral politics and civil society initiatives. Muslims play a
prominent role in British political life yet what do we actually know about the
involvement of British Muslims beyond the existence of a handful of Muslim
MPs? What is unique about political participation in Muslim communities? All the
major parties actively seek to court a ‘Muslim electorate’ but does such a
phenomenon exist? Despite the impact that Muslims have had on election
campaigns and their roles in various political institutions, research on this topic
remains scant. Indeed, much of the existing work was couched within the broader
areas of the participation of ethnic minorities or the impact of race on electoral
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politics. The chapters in this volume address this lacuna by highlighting different
aspects of Muslim participation in British politics. They investigate voting patterns
and election campaigns, civil society and grassroots political movements, the
engagement of young people and the participation of Muslims in formal political
institutions. Written in an accessible style, this book will be of interest to students
and scholars of political participation and religious studies.
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